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Abstract 

The friendship between Li Bai and Du Fu has long attracted scholarly comment. It was an 

unbalanced relationship in that Du Fu was greatly impressed by Li Bai and remembered 

him for years after the brief period when they were together. Li Bai, on the other hand, 

said little about Du Fu. One point of contact is likely to have been that Li Bai, quoting 

the Analects and following the late seventh-century official and literary figure Chen Zi’ang 

陳子昂,  challenged the literary arena of his day to revive the high standard that Confucius, 

before his death, had attributed to Zhou dynasty literature. Du Fu, and one or two of his 

circle, registered Li Bai's challenge, and referred to it intermittently in their verse. Li Bai 

died in 762 and Du Fu in 759 fled into semi-exile in Sichuan. As late as 767, however, 

when Du Fu was at Kuizhou on the upper Yangtze, he meditated on the death of Li Bai. 

He still recalled Li Bai’s pre-rebellion challenge and expressed regret that he had not been 

able to meet it. This talk describes in detail Du Fu’s impression of Li Bai and suggests the 

reasons for his devotion to Li’s memory. 
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